
Date & Title: 10th June Newmarket 6f Nov 

4.25 Al Fujairah, Glorious Journey, Grand Koonta, Qayes 

3.75 Maksab, Cosmopolitan Queen, Take Me With You 

3.5  

3.25 Starboy 

3 Central City 

1.5 Amourice 

Preview – The races in which Central City and Grand Koonta ran have not worked out and this looks 

likely to go to a debutant. Al Fujairah ran a respectable race at Haydock but there is as yet no 

collateral form from that race. 

Prior race notes 

Grand Koonta – Lightly made, ready type, smaller in this field. Green and colty for an extended 

period. Ran well all things considered and given behaviour calls quality of race into question. 75 

Central City – Smaller ready type, lighter bodied than the 2nd and 3rd, doubtful he has the potential to 

ever finish in front of them. 73  

Greatest Journey review – As thought this went to a debutant but what a debutant. Glorious 

Journey cost $3.6m and actually looked as though he may be worth it. A 2 second slower time than 

than Folk Tale in div 2 but unlike in that race where they tore off, Pat Dobbs on Al Fujairah set a 

sensible gallop from the start. This did not particularly help GJ as he was trapped 3 wide with no 

cover and too free early but never out of control. Grand Koonta had a perfect run and for GJ to still 

come and claim him on debut was a good performance. 



 

Greatest Journey – Top end of medium, very strongly made throughout in a real high quality Dubawi 

mould. Certainly not highly tuned, lots left to work on.Won this fairly cosily despite the disadvantage 

of being too free early and having no cover throughout. 95 



 

Grand Koonta – Not the physique of the winner, calm in the pre-lims and looking very fit. Clearly has 

a very good engine in an ordinary frame. He was superfit here versus the winner’s 90% max. Still 

better than thought of on debut. 82 



 

Take Me with You – Lightly made, top end of small in height but good length. Hint of tubularity 

which I never like but had a poise about her that suggested athleticism and potential beyond the 

limitations of her size. Stayed on well 79 



 

Amourice – Very green, naughty, tall for a filly and stayed on again after being outpaced. Certainly 

potential to and beyond a maiden win. 78 



 

Maksab – Is this Mick Channon’s Jallota for the 2017 season? Lower medium, green, 90% fit, despite 

this ran a good race out wide finishing off well. Given a really nice intro by SDS and could easily leave 

this form way behind nto. 81 



 

Al Fujairah – Medium, stolid build. Disappointing run, looked fit enough so suggestion that he may 

be one paced although not given a hard ride. Possibly one more chance at maidens and failing that it 

would be easy to see him hoovering up a mid-summer nursery at one of the Hannon’s favourite 

courses. 77 



 

Cosmopolitan Queen – Big, tall, strong filly. Coat not come through and daft as a brush throughout 

the prelims. Here for an educational but I suspect Mr Elsworth and Jeff Smith have something 

planned for this girl. Possibly a bit gawky at present but some frame to fill out and a cooks bum. 

Wasted lots of energy beforehand rearing and prancing in the pre parade and paddock as well as at 

the start. Still shaped well staying on at the death. 80 possibly more. 



 

Qayes – The disappointment of the paddock, particularly as he cost £400k. Top end of small, ok build 

but just a ready type really. 74 may well be hq generous. 


